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CORE STRENGTHS
ESTABLISH TRUST AND CONNECTION

Whether it is interviewing subjects for articles I’m writing 
or finding common ground with someone in a yoga class 

I’m teaching, I have a deep understanding on how to 
connect with others and establish trust in the relationship.

UNAFRAID TO ASK QUESTIONS
Everyone has knowledge that could benefit someone else. 

But these smart people often need help getting their thoughts 
out of their heads and down on paper. I know the questions to 

ask to break free their wisdom from their minds. I’m an experienced 
active listener who understands the next question to ask to get 

to the solution, to fully flesh out concepts for the intended audience.
 

SEASONED WRITER AND EDITOR
I have a natural interest in language and sentence structure.  

Whether the reader will understand the author’s intent 
can often be distilled down to word choice and whether 

the author’s voice rings authentic. I have written and edited 
multitudes of copy, and have a thorough grip on how to 

write for particular audiences.

INSATIABLE CURIOSITY
I’ve always seen my healthy sense of curiosity as an avenue 

for learning and growth. Talking to people about their interests 
and passions is a mainline for my inquisitiveness. 

I’m fascinated by what fascinates others. Everyone has
some story to tell, and I delight in their stories. 

EDUCATION
AUBURN UNIVERSITY (AUBURN, AL)

Bachelor of Arts Double Major
Journalism/Public Relations

TROY UNIVERSITY (MONTGOMERY, AL)
Master of Arts

Teaching (College-level English)

ELEPHANT JOURNAL (MINDFUL LIFE BLOG)
Certificate, Elephant Writing Academy 

Writing/Editing; Social Media; Journalism Ethics 

RELEVANT EXPERIENCE
FREELANCE WRITER AND BLOGGER
I’m a writer. Period. Recently, I have been writing blogs to share my 
personal tragedies and triumphs to be of benefit to others with 
similar experiences. My most recent post on Winter Solstice was 
viewed more than 25K times in 7 days. I also am editing the 
writing of others - strengthening their words while maintaining 
the integrity of their voice.

BOOK EDITOR
I have been the proofreader on three coffee-table books, and 
understand the process and parts of publishing. I also have edited 
three of my husband’s books (he is a technology professional and has 
published with O’Reilly Media and Apress Media). (Freelance)

MAGAZINE EDITOR
I’ve had oversight on content, design, printing and distribution of one 
statewide association monthly magazine and one citywide quarterly 
magazine. I also was a content and photography contributor for these 
magazines, including a monthly Food column. (Town of Castle Rock 
[CO], Alabama Rural Electric Association)

RADIO SHOW HOST
I had a weekday 10-minute and weekly 30-minute public interest 
radio shows. I was host and producer of these shows, which were 
broadcast on Public Radio stations in Alabama and Georgia. I often 
interviewed authors about their works, their inspirations and their lives. 
(Public Radio WTSU/WRWA/WTJB [AL])

NEWSPAPER REPORTER
I’ve written a wide range of articles: bank robberies, celebrity profiles, 
artist exhibitions, obituaries. Often I was the photographer for the 
images to accompany my articles. (YourHub.com/Rocky Mountain 
News [Denver], Montgomery Advertiser [AL])

FUN FACTS
ENTREPRENEUR
I owned a boutique fitness studio wearing too many hats to count - 
from marketing to cleaning services. I know first-hand the joys and 
challenges of being “the boss.” I’m certified to teach Comprehensive 
Pilates, Yoga, TRX, PiYo and Barre.

WELLNESS JUNKIE
I love all things that can help me and others become “better.” 
Wellness is multi-dimensional to include mind, body and spirit. 
Whether it is nutrition or essential oils, I love learning how to 
elevate myself and the world. 

OTHER LOVES
I’m proud to be the mom of two beautiful dogs. They inspire me to 
create and sing to them original melodies. I get the kitchen into a mess 
creating my own candles, lip balm and skincare. I’ll charge up my Nikon 
and shoot everything from wildflowers to wildlife. A brisk walk clears my 
mind and removes writers block. I’m a beginner mandolin player.


